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Some descriptions of what it can feel like:
-Lightheaded
-Floaty Feeling
-Unexpected feeling of happiness during play
-Feeling , during play, or thinking you would do
anything your partner asks
-Feeling of complete submission
-Like sinking into the physical sensations
-Seeing each sensation in your mind as a colour
-blocking everything but the sensation and your
partners voice
-Pain play causes tingling sensations
-Feeling as if you do not need to externally react to
the pain sensation (internalizing)
-Surreal feeling
-Burst of energy or emotion during play
This can be from light feelings to heavy,
happen by choice or suddenly. All at
once or just bits and pieces. You may
not be able to talk, or talking may bring
you back. You may seem stoned to
anyone watching, hell you might feel
stoned.
(Do not confuse this with disassociation.
Dissasociation is when we retreat into
our brain to escape trauma, seen by
those suffering extreme trauma. This is
not the same)

Subspace is :
A psychological state that can
sometimes be entered by the person
bottoming in the scene.
What that feels like varies from
person to person; it varies for a
person from situation to situation as
well.
There is no right or wrong way to
experience subspace and not all people
will enter this state.

Why does it happen?
Our brain is amazing, really. When we
experience intense sensation we are flooded
with feel good chemicals, such as endorphins.
This flood blocks sensations of pain, and
induces a feeling of euphoria.
We experience a similar reaction to sexual
pleasuare (orgasm) and intense exercise. With
BDSM that euphoric feeling can be extended
with the continuation of stimulation.
The other end of this is as the dopamine drops
off another neurotransmitter is released that can
cause “drop”. (see Subdrop Brochure)

IT DOES NOT TAKE MUCH TO TRICK THE BRAIN INTO THIS!!
Subspace can be a beautiful experience, providing that you understand this
is a normal reaction to intense stimulation. If your bottom seems to be in the
space, be careful. He/she may not recognize the shfit from fun pain to
dangerous pain. When you wind down play, do so slowly and allow them to
come to themselves when they are ready. Wrapping your sub/bottom in a
blanket and telling them they did well can be very helpful.!
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